
The poison was always there,” writes Samanta Schweblin in Distan-
cia de rescate (2015), a novel set in the Argentine countryside eerily 

recounting a poisoning by RoundUp (glysophate) used as an herbicide in soy 
production (see Figure 1).1  The novel has received critical acclaim and was 
adapted into the 2021-film Fever Dream, directed by Oscar-nominated direc-
tor Claudia Llosa, and produced by Netflix. Mat Youkee claims that Schwe-
blin’s novel forms part of a larger gothic turn in Latin American literature, 
which frames the novel’s environmental critique in terms of horror, suspense, 
and the occult.2 In Distancia de rescate, Schweblin sounds environmental 
alarms while simultaneously sounding the alarms that ring out in parents when 
their children exceed the “rescue distance” measured in the distance required to 
travel to rescue a child from danger.3 Schweblin claims that when this distance 
is exceeded, it is like “an alarm that” Amanda, one of the mothers of young 
children featured in the novel, “can never turn off,” a claim reminiscent of Ra-
chel Carson’s Silent Spring, which also sounds environmental—as well as ma-
ternal—alarms.4  This article examines the gothic elements—zombies, worms, 
and rituals—of Distancia de rescate through the lens of popular epidemiology 
in order to answer the following two questions. First, how does the ambiva-
lence of popular epidemiology open generative pathways for literary analysis? 
And second, how do these findings contribute to a larger narrative of popular 
epidemiology in Argentina and across the Americas? 

Michelle Murphy defines popular epidemiology as “the vernacular tech-
noscientific practices of workers and lay people” in the face of emergent disease 
and toxic exposure (59).5 Important to highlight is how popular epidemiology 
is susceptible to a wide range of political motivations. In 2020, Jair Bolsonaro 
and Donald Trump, who became cynical practitioners of popular epidemiology 
during the Covid-19 pandemic, dealt in panaceas at the cost of the lives of the 
citizens they represent. This cynicism is evident in Bolsonaro’s remarks in 2020 
that, “A Brazilian jumps into raw sewage and nothing happens.”6   
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Figure 1. “Vintage Monsanto Roundup Grass Killer 80s Commercial (1987).” Re-
wind Me, 30 Sept 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZgGHkeXi_Lg.

The claim suggests that Brazilians become immune to emergent disease due to 
the toxicity they encounter in everyday life, while failing to consider toxicity 
as a source of illness, or even a comorbidity. Instead, popular epidemiology of 
the Far Right is concerned with the immunological danger of immigrants and 
foreign influence.7 This is not unique, however, to the Far Right, as eco-cyn-
icism has been employed by the Latin American Left, exemplified in Daniel 
Ortega’s nationally televised comments in Managua about concessions made 
to build the Nicaraguan Canal, which are further evidence of eco-cynicism. 
Lake Nicaragua “[i]s contaminated,” Ortega claims, a status exemplified by 
the fact that “[t]here used to be a species of freshwater shark that has practi-
cally become extinct without ever needing a canal . . . And why? Because large 
investors, large processing plants prove very costly to reaping the benefits of 
Lake Nicaragua.”8 Ortega’s comments leverage more toxicity against existing 
toxicity, which amounts to a tautology, and thus eco-cynical bona fides for 
environmental damage of the largest freshwater lake in Central America. In 
Fictional Environments, Victoria Saramago identifies a potential source of this 
toxic eco-cynicism located in a “mimetic rift” that opens when the environ-
ments in fictional or nonfictional texts begin to disappear and take on a ghostly 
quality (13).9 Charlotte Rogers situates this ghostly character in the “twin vo-
cabularies” of nostalgia and mourning: the nostalgia for the unfilled promises 
of extractive economies and mourning of the environments lost to them, both 
of which are evoked in Ortega’s commentary on the Nicaraguan Canal (13).10  
How, then, is it possible that Ortega, Bolsonaro, as well as critics and authors 
like Schweblin, operate in the same space of popular epidemiology? 
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 The ambivalence of popular epidemiology is made possible by the inher-
ent tension between poison and cure, what Jacques Derrida calls pharmakon, 
a term that will aid in the analysis of literature through the lens of popular 
epidemiology.11 Derrida deconstructs the Greek word pharmakoni in Plato’s 
Phaedrus, and uncovers fertile polysemy: “pharmakon can be reversed: it can 
worsen the ill instead of remedy it” (97). Furthermore, Derrida identifies phar-
makon as bound up with reading and writing, citing Socrates: “you seem to 
have discovered a drug for getting me out (dokeis moi tēs emës exocou to 
pharmakon hēurēkenai),” which consists of “speeches bound in books” and 
“whatever posture . . . most convenient for reading.”12 The practices of read-
ing and writing are pharmakological in that they provide an escape from liv-
ing memory, which, concomitantly, proves their external (immigrant) position 
as they relate to truth. Derrida writes, “The pharmakon is that which, always 
springing up from without, acting like the outside itself, will never have any 
definable virtue of its own” (102). Applied to the question above (How, then, is 
it possible that Ortega, Bolsonaro, as well as critics and authors like Schweblin, 
operate in the same space of popular epidemiology?), pharmakon is shorthand 
for the eco-social realities of toxicity, as well as the supplemental position of 
writing in relation to spoken word, particularly the spoken word of elected and 
unelected leaders.

Also important for the analysis of Distancia de rescate are the epistemo-
logical roots of the field of toxicology, some of which can be found in the 
Americas. At the time of publication of A General System of Toxicology 
(1814), Mathieu Orfila brushed shoulders with Charles La Condamine and 
Alexander Von Humboldt, who were returning to France from the Ameri-
cas with, previously unseen by Orfila’s eyes, specimens of toxic species and 
chemicals that the Spanish expat cites extensively.13 Volume Two of A General 
System of Toxicology systematizes the deleterious effects of poison chemicals 
from the Americas on the human body through case studies, which end in the 
subject’s death: death a priori toxicology. A General System renders the stories 
of popular epidemiology from the colonial Americas into scientific categories 
(acrid poisons, narcotic poisons, copper poisons, for example). This is made 
evident in Orfila’s references to the naturalist Don Pedro Fermín de Vargas, 
member of the Real Expedición Botánica del Nuevo Reino de Granada in 
1788: “persuaded by the assurance with which the negro recounted the effects 
of the Guaco for hindering venomous Serpents from biting, [he] desired to 
submit himself to the experiment” (443).14 This recounting of the recounting 
(supplement) uncovers a critical moment when the practice of a Black slave 
was transformed into a category in a science book. 

This colonial history of toxicology supplements makes clear how the law 
handles toxicity. Central to Orfila’s influence is his development of a prac-
titioner’s guide to toxicology in France, and in 1840, testified to the guilt of 
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Marie-Fortunée Lafarge by determining the cause of her husband’s death as 
poisoning by arsenic (see Figure 2).15 The emergence of toxicology at the heart 
of an epistemological shift toward the biologization of life and law is what 
Sylvia Wynter characterizes as the secularization of life as overdetermined by 
the category of Man of European descent.16 In the Argentine countryside of 
Schweblin, justice moves slowly, if at all, and intergenerational toxicity pre-
dominates, and the stories we tell about what makes us sick are intertwined 
with those discussions about what makes us human or less than-human. As 
this article will lay out, Schweblin simultaneously challenges in her bestiary of 
child zombies, toxic worms, and rituals, the system of justice and public health 
that are incapable of answering for toxicity.17  

Distancia de rescate takes place in the Argentine countryside, where the 
protagonist, Amanda, recounts the events of the recent past in search for the 
precise moment when she and her daughter, Nina, were poisoned by herbicides 
used on nearby soy farms. As the soy industry has swelled across Argentina and 
Brazil, massive controversy has emerged as citizens have brought cases against 
the Argentine government in the face of monoculture’s continued profitability. 
This is not, however, a uniquely twenty-first-century narrative. Distancia de 
rescate shares this with banana novels of the mid-twentieth century that also 
develop their critique with eerily similar eco-social awareness of long-term 
chemical poisoning in banana monocultures. Distancia de rescate operates 
within a nearly century-old popular epidemiology associated with monocul-
tural capitalism (bananas-soy).18  

As a final point of reference, this article is written from the vantage point 
of my own inherited toxicity, passed down to me from my father who was sta-
tioned at Denang Airbase as a combat medic during the Vietnam War (1972-
1974), and who, for an unknown period of time, was exposed to Agent Or-
ange. As is now widely known, Agent Orange was dumped by the barrel onto 
the forests of Vietnam during the Vietnam War in order to defoliate trees, a 
military technique called ecocide.19 Traces of Agent Orange can live within 
the body for decades and be passed down generationally through congenital 
diseases like diabetes and macrocephaly. I write from the positionality of this 
toxic inheritance, and in toxic kinship with those children born to parents in 
Vietnam, and with the protagonist of Distancia de rescate, Amanda, who, like 
me, decipher the toxic alarms present in the body and in the world around us: 
“like a lit fuse, somewhere; the motionless scourge [is] about to erupt” (151).20 
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Figure 2. “Marsh Test Apparatus.” Theodore G. Wormeley, M.D., Microchem-
istry of Poisons, including their Physiological, Pathological, and Legal Relations. 
Steel engraving, 1867. New York National Library of Medicine. https://www.
nlm.nih.gov/exhibition/visibleproofs/galleries/technologies/marsh_image_3.
html.
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Zombies

The principle gothic feature of Distancia de rescate is zombiedom. Dalton 
and Potter write correctly that the zombie is a “disturbingly flexible receptacle 
of meaning” (1), and, as a concept, runs the risk of signifying everything and 
nothing in the same instance.21 The analysis answers in the affirmative that 
zombie scholarship retains usefulness—notwithstanding its ubiquity—for no 
reason other than zombies continue to populate literatures about toxicity and 
thus warrant earnest examination. Zombies have historical roots in Haiti and 
Hollywood, but today are widely intelligible as the living dead, more material 
than a ghost, less alive than a human.22 Furthermore, zombies represent an 
outer limit of humanity; divided by an uncanny valley, and like other monsters 
are points of reflection for humankind. Zombies are environmental agents—
often a result of contagion or toxicity—that blur distinctions between the hu-
man and non-human. This double character of zombiedom is found in David, 
the young boy who suffers toxic shock and Amanda’s primary interlocutor. 
Scholarship on Distancia de rescate has examined the zombi-niño character 
of David, part of whose soul has “migrated,” “Split into two bodies” in order 
to overcome the illness caused by splashing in a puddle of toxic water (22).23  
Outside of the limits of viable healthcare, Carla, David’s mother, brings him 
to a woman who lives in a green house who performs migraciones, which, on 
the one hand saves David’s life, but on the other, renders him zombie-like: a 
body in continual movement and locked into an obsession with dead animals. 
To understand David’s zombie-like character it is essential to characterize him 
within an existing literary corpus of herbicide-induced zombification.

Agrotoxic zombification is afoot in Ramón Amaya Amador’s banana novel 
Prisión Verde (1950). A novel published in exile and banned in Honduras, it 
narrates a popular uprising of workers at a Standard Fruit banana plantation 
in northern Honduras.24 An old regador de veneno, or sprayer, Don Braulio, 
trains new recruits on the plantation: 

I am no longer a man. I am a shadow nothing more. I have 
been to the hospital in the port three times. And nothing! 
Now, I no longer take medicine because what the Company 
gives me never arrives, and the medicine that could help me 
I would have to buy in the very same hospital or dispensary. 
And the money no one sees. What to do? Let me rot! I am 
a cadaver. Before, I was a strapping man like you. Now, look 
at me, I can barely have the strength to lift the escopeta and 
spray. Once I tried to change jobs, but I got hooked in the tub-
ing, but my body was already shit. I had to go back to spraying 
veneno. I am going to die here.25  (61-62) 
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Present in Don Braulio’s soliloquy are the long duration of toxicity, the fail-
ure of public health, and his zombification: “Let me rot! I am a cadaver” (62). 
Amaya Amador describes zombiedom here in a supplemental manner—both 
a consequence of toxic working conditions, as well as requirement for it—and 
inextricably linked to labor practices of Standard Fruit. The regadores de vene-
no have a privileged place within banana novels of Central America, as they 
are victims of alienation by poison, as well as agents of massification and direct 
political action.26  

The zombiedom of the mid-twentieth century, inextricably linked to la-
bor, spreads into the idyllic landscapes of leisure and of the pastoral myth of 
Argentina. In their analysis of imagery used to promote Argentine tourism, 
Cecilia Pérez Winter and Claudia Troncoso highlight two mythic images: “(i) 
the gaucho and landscape of the pampas as synonymous with liberty, security, 
especially from the tourist region of the campo; (ii) ‘white European,’ through 
a community that was the product of migration that took place in the country 
during the end of the nineteenth century” (20).27 Schweblin distorts these im-
ages of the Argentine countryside. The figure of the gaucho, Omar, is largely 
absent from the novel. Along with the poisoned horses, the novel describes an 
equestrian industry sickened by the growing soy industry. One the one hand, 
the masculinity associated with gauchos and horses is in peril. On the oth-
er hand, the safety of the countryside (the rescue distance), held together by 
women and children, is short-lived. In fact, an escape to the countryside does 
not reaffirm a national identity, or the mythopoetic image of the able-bodied 
gaucho on horseback, but instead reveals the countryside as a vector for illness, 
congenital disease, and zombiedom.28  

Worms

Returning to Don Braulio of Prisión verde, worms are both bioindicators 
of toxicity, as well as social indicators of otherness: “If we do not decide to live 
like worms, the Company will not prosper. And you will see how life becomes, 
the more she fattens up, the less human we become” (62).29 Worms are phar-
makological alarms, and in Distancia de rescate, where they feature as essential 
agents of popular epidemiology.30 In Parasites, Worms, and the Human Body, 
Mischa Tadd identifies a unique ambiguity present in helminthology: worms 
are strange creatures to human eyes, but they are nevertheless essential parts 
in an ecosystem; worms consume decay, which, includes human remains.31  
Worms create a shorthand in Distancia de rescate for the omnipresent toxicity 
that operates—as the ambulation of worms—below human consciousness.32 
This reading of worms and toxicity aligns with Fernanda Sández, who writes 
in La Argentina fumigada, “They’re there. Even though we don’t see them, 
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they’re there....we know little to nothing” (11).33 In the case of Distancia de 
rescate, worms figure more centrally as the structure around David’s pleas for 
Amanda to remember when she first noticed the worms (toxicity): “They’re 
like worms....It’s the worms. You have to be patient and wait. And while we 
wait, we have to find the exact moment when the worms came into being” 
(1-2).34 Megan McDowell’s translation capitalizes on the phenomenological 
phrase, “came into being,” whereas Schweblin’s original reads “nacer.” These 
choices pair glysophatic poisoning with motherhood (“. . .around here there 
aren’t many children who are born right,” (128-129)).35 Dinorah Cossío has 
argued that among the reasons the novel is unsettling—or gothic—is its depic-
tion of “ambivalent motherhood,” particularly in the case of Carla, who views 
her son David as a monster, but only as a result of her efforts to save his life. The 
use of the verb nacer in describing worms is both akin to “mother as nature” as 
well as “mother as death.” 

The novel begins with the phrase “They’re like worms,” thus laying out the 
worm’s importance to the text. “Earthworms?” Amanda asks. “No, another kind 
of worms,” David responds (1). Structurally, worms embody the temporality of 
the novel, an “already-there” quality that is emblematic of Derrida’s theoriza-
tion of the pharmakon. Worms are supplemental in the novel in a Derridean 
fashion: both as addition (indicator) and substitution (consumer of decay), as 
poison and cure, “Superfluous and necessary, dangerous and redemptive (ix).”36  
The all-important quotation from Distancia de rescate, “The poison was al-
ways there,” could be altered to read “The worms were always there,” as worms 
emerge simultaneously with the poison as having already been present. This 
temporality is evidenced further by the intergenerational toxicity found in the 
waiting rooms of the clinic. Amanda asks David who the other patients are, to 
which David responds, “Not all of them go through poisoning episodes. Some 
of them were born already poisoned, from something their mothers breathed 
in the air, or ate or touched” (151). In this quotation, the reader begins to rec-
ognize the peculiar entanglements of worms, motherhood, and temporality de-
scribed in the novel, which leads to the following proposition: will our mothers 
save us? Worms will eat us.37 

Ritual

Deliverance from toxicity is accomplished through ritual, which is the final 
point I will examine in Distancia de rescate through the lens of popular epi-
demiology. Like other features of popular epidemiology, ritual is ambivalent, 
owing to varying religious and political motivations, examples of which are 
seen recently in the diverse groups adopting ritual defenses against Covid-19.38 
There are rituals of freedom and rituals of deceit; rituals of cure and rituals of 
poison. Ritual features centrally in twentieth-century Latin American litera-
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ture, but as it relates to Distancia de rescate, ritual appears in the absence, or 
failure, of public health. The novel is bookended by the transmigration of young 
children (David and Nina), and Carla recounts to Amanda that “The more I 
thought about it, the more it seemed like the only possible way out” (19).

 The woman at the green house placed David’s swollen body into a basin of 
water and “she came back with a big spool of thin hemp rope and a handheld 
fan, and she went back into the room” (33). Outside of this description, the 
ritual is itself somewhat unclear, only that “[Carla] couldn’t choose the family 
he went to” (30), nor could she choose who inhabited David’s body: “The trans-
migration would take David’s spirit to a healthy body, but it would also bring 
an unknown spirit to the sick body . . . and I would have to be willing to accept 
his new being” (29-30). The ritual animates the traumatic events in Argentina 
during the military dictatorship, during which children born to political pris-
oners were given to families supportive of the regime.39 This historical reference 
at the heart of the ritual is made clear in Schweblin’s original, “su nueva forma,” 
which evokes a generation of children transformed through ideological poi-
soning. The political subtext of ritual in Distancia de rescate is a useful point of 
comparison to ritual elsewhere in literature, and specifically, as it functions as a 
mechanism of contestation in the Central American banana novel. 

Ritual is a feature of Miguel Ángel Asturias’ banana novel, Viento fuerte 
(1950), a novel I read in comparison to Distancia de rescate, as both texts, pub-
lished 64 years apart, evoke ritual to cure bodily and environmental poisoning 
from monocultural production.40 The omnipresence of toxicity is shared by As-
turias: “such a sweet blue the Bordeaux poison” (see Figure 3 for an early adver-
tisement of the product).41 The symptomology of characters like el Cucho mir-
ror the worsening banana blight caused by Panama disease: “though the plants 
seemed to be sick, sick like el Cucho who was by then just up to his ears, sick 
like el Cucho because, like him, the leaves coughed in the blowing wind” (9).42 
This prosopopoeia reveals the double-place of toxicity—in environments and 
in bodies—which, coupled with State violence, made labor organizing a hercu-
lean task in pre-revolutionary Guatemala. The final events of the novel feature 
Hermenegilo Puac, an obscure character who meets with a shaman, Rito Peraj, 
to offer his own head for ritual sacrifice in exchange for the winds of hurricane 
to cleanse the landscape of the banana plantations: “Sugusán, sugusán, sugusán. 
The Shaman returned to the cemetery with the head of Hermenegilo Puac and 
buried it. The crosses had leapt into pieces when the hurricane swept over the 
tombs. Sugusán, sugusán, sugusán” (209).43 Asturias, like Schweblin, animates 
the literary figure of the pharmakeus that serves as the final connection be-
tween toxic novels and Derrida’s Dissemination.

Glysophate, Bordeaux, and, more recently, Nemagón (dibromochloropro-
pane) are used to protect soy and banana crops and are the same substances
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Figure 3. “Bouillie bordelaise Excelsior... pour le traitement des maladies 
cryptogamiques de la vigne et des arbres fruitiers. Affiche.” Galicia Dig-
ital Library, 1903. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bor-
deaux_mixture#/media/File:Bouillie_bordelaise-1903.jpg
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that threaten the lives of people and animals.44 From this seeming paradox 
erupts the figure of the pharmakeus, who is a magician or a sorcerer (or “even 
a poisoner?” (117)), whose very position within society skirts the line between 
poison and cure.45 Rito Peraj, the shaman, and the woman in the green house 
can be likened to Socrates because they possess valuable knowledge, while at 
the same time require ritual compensation: a head, half a soul, or a pound of 
flesh, so to speak. The pharmakeus lives outside of town and creates an es-
cape from agricultural empires like those created by United Fruit and Bay-
er-Monsanto. While Distancia de rescate is not a decolonial novel as such, and 
Asturias’ well-documented racism conflicts with his later writing, ritual is a 
performance that strikes at the heart of the modern/colonial pharmakon (poi-
son, cure, outsider) in both texts.46 Toxicology—from Orfila’s references to the 
Real Expedición Botánica—borrows from Black and indigenous knowledge 
of poisons, and the rituals performed in both novels engage with toxicity from 
outside of toxicology. Instead, the powers of magic and the textual references 
to ritual are powerful criticism of the enduring incapacity for health and justice 
systems to respond to the toxicity produced by profitable agricultural systems. 

Conclusion 

As this article claims, popular epidemiology spans political affiliation and 
carries with it pharmakological ambivalence, postulating both cure and poi-
son concomitantly. Samanta Schweblin critiques this ambivalence in spaces 
where public health and law are absent, specifically in monocultural soy pro-
duction. Argentina today is the world’s largest exporter of soy products, and 
the soy industry contributes to nearly a quarter of total exports, as compared 
to beef, which makes up only 3.8% of total national exports.47 To protect this 
investment, glysophate herbicide is sprayed onto soy crops. It is no accident 
that Syngenta, which is today the largest agricultural chemical company in the 
world, held its press conference with president Alberto Fernández on Decem-
ber 3, 2020: Global No Pesticide Use Day. President of Syngenta’s operations 
in Latin America, Antonio Aracre, insisted on the virtues of sustainability, but 
not at the cost of jobs or overall economic development.48 While Argentina’s 
government is committed to new developments in soy production, popular dis-
content with Bayer-Monsanto and Syngenta operations in the region grows. 
49 In fact, each May 21 sees protestors from the Plaza de Mayo to Washington 
and London turn out in what has been named the Global March Against 
Bayer-Monsanto Syngenta.50 The twenty-first century has seen widespread 
protests against toxic chemical use in industrial agriculture. Nemagón (dibro-
mochloropropane), which replaced the Bordeaux mix in banana production, 
was found to cause infertility.51 In 2005, over 3,000 Nicaraguans marched from 
Chinandega to Managua against Nemagón use, and it is estimated that 30,000 
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Costa Ricans have been negatively affected by the use of the fungicide.52  
This article asks two critical, toxic questions: how does the ambivalence of 

popular epidemiology open generative pathways for literary analysis of toxicity, 
and how do these findings fit among other narratives of popular epidemiology 
in Argentina and across the Americas? In reference to the former, zombies, 
worms, and ritual have fascinated readers of Distancia de rescate. While they 
have been extensively studied by overlapping fields of criticism, this article 
claims that these figures and practices continue to be potent literary features 
of social critique of cure and illness. Zombies, worms, and ritual operate at the 
edge of Argentine society and consciousness, and these features subvert social 
and familial roles: child zombie, ambivalent mother, and absent gaucho father. 
Writing gothic fiction is certainly contrasted by writing social realist fiction. 
However, read through the lens of popular epidemiology, Distancia de rescate 
adds to the constellation of meaning around a deep-seated ambivalence re-
garding what poisons us and what cures us. 

The second question of this article is rooted in the paradigmatic line of 
Distancia de rescate: “The poison was always there.” I read this as an invitation 
for readers to trace toxicity historically, particularly when the meaning of tox-
icity has changed: the early nineteenth century linked toxicity to law and the 
mid-twentieth century brought about pesticide and herbicide use on a phar-
aonic scale. These two moments in time—alarms, perhaps—inform the early 
twenty-first-century struggle for justice and the battle for popular sentiment 
about toxicity where we live, in what we eat, and where our parents did these 
things. Recently, in public statements, Jair Bolsonaro, Daniel Ortega, and An-
tonio Aracre of Syngenta-Argentina have cynically leveraged the strange tem-
porality of toxicity (always already there) against economic growth, and their 
commentary represents a final cost-benefit analysis of life itself. The popularity 
of Distancia de rescate is due in part to Schweblin’s great ability to stir emotion 
in readers, but also because the novel describes the truly terrifying reality of 
already living in the aftermath of this final cost-benefit analysis.
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